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Setting up the ReWire plug-in was easy, particularly after Finale 2014.5 performance improved. In
this blog, I had my library view in OmniPage (to make it easier to see the score), and had my

sequencer in DaVinci Resolve (to make it easier to see the audio). I started from scratch and loaded
the sample file above in Logic as Finale score (never liked Finale for orchestration, but I have to use
it for now). I started out with an important sense of deja vu, as this was the sort of thing I used to do
in the early days of working with the latest version of Sibelius. However, I was pleasantly surprised,
as I found myself changing tempo throughout the piece without the need to reload or rescore. I was

pleased with the way the score worked in my DAW, but I still needed to upload the score file (via
ReWire) to Garritan. The interface, however, was not at all intuitive. I had seen the “try before you

buy” version of Garritan ARIA Player, but had just shrugged my shoulders, assuming that other
features of the software would make it more user-friendly. The error message I had received once I

tried to upload the score file to Garritan? Not a problem - I’d just changed the value in the
sbfinale.conf file and re-ran the ReWire connection. I repeated this process about 10 times, and was

successful every time, until I tried uploading the score file via the file manager. Then my ReWire
connection again failed, with an error message stating that the file was “Read-only”. Bringing

together the best in orchestration, the Garritan Orchestral Collection is the music world's ultimate
instrument package. From the sampled orchestration of top-selling recording artist Mark Hunter to

an orchestral scoring application for composing your own music, this is the ultimate tool package for
orchestral music.
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the garritan personal
orchestra library in
garritan personal

orchestra 5 is an all-
inclusive collection of

orchestral instruments. it
includes multiple voices
of string instruments,

brass, percussion,
woodwinds and

keyboard, a full choir,
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and a variety of solo
instruments. the garritan
personal orchestra library
has many features that
are unique to garritan,
including a variety of
articulations, a large

selection of performance
spaces, and excellent
instrument-specific

techniques. there is also
a complete orchestra

string section, as well as
a complete percussion
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section. garritan personal
orchestra and the

garritan aria player are
the perfect tool for

recording and production.
they are easy to use, and

have full midi
functionality, making

them perfect for
recording, producing, and

using in a live
performance

environment. with
garritan personal
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orchestra 5, you can play
any of your garritan
personal orchestra 4

recordings through the
garritan aria player.

garritan personal
orchestra is a complete

virtual orchestra program
that is compatible with

most popular daw
software, including

ableton live, logic pro,
cubase, pro tools, and
various other genres of
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music production
software. this is a

completely free program
that is offered by the

garritan software
company. the program is
downloaded as a single

file, or in some situations
as a zip file. once the file
is downloaded, it needs
to be extracted and run.

the program is
completely free of charge
and can be downloaded
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from the garritan
website. garritan

personal orchestra has
been a very popular

program for a while now.
when people are looking

for a complete virtual
orchestra, garritan

personal orchestra is
usually among the first
recommendations. the

fact that it is completely
free of charge is another

reason that people
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should consider it. the
software was originally
designed by garritan

software and was first
released in 2007, and it
still receives updates.
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